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In 1959, Thorarinsson [I] published his first landform classification of 
13 principal types of Icelandic volcanoes; in 1968 (21, he published a 
revision. Both classifications were based on the type of eruptive products 
(lava, tephra, or both), the number of eruptions (one or more than one), and 
the form of the eruptive vent (circular or linear). 

In 1980, Thorarinsson, working with Kristjgn Saemundsson, made a major 
modification of his previous classifications [3]. The number of landforms was 
reduced to 11 and limited to subaerial basaltic volcanoes. The type based on 
number of eruptions was deleted. The stratovolcano Snaefellsjbkull and the 
stratified ridge Hekla were also deleted, because they are composite 
volcanoes. 

Drawing upon Thorarinsson's work, many years of direct field observation, 
and review of the relevant literature, we have developed a new geomorphic 
classification of Icelandic volcanoes [4]. It includes - all types, and 
distinguishes 27 discrete landforms. Our primary division is according to 
composition: basaltic, rhyolitic, and mixed (central volcano complexes). The 
three secondary divisions are made according to (1) volcanic activity 
(effusive, explosive, or both); (2) formational environment (subaerial, 
subglacial, or marine); and (3) form of feeder conduit (short fissure/tubular 
conduit or long fissure). Basaltic effusive volcanoes are: lava ring, lava 
shield, lava shield row. Basaltic explosive volcanoes are: tephra ring, 
tephra ring row, m a r ,  and maar row. Basaltic volcanoes that are both 
effusive and explosive include: table mountain, subglacial ridge, seamount, 
and submarine ridge, spatter cone, spatter cone row, scoria cone, scoria cone 

- row, and mixed cone row. 
Rhyolitic volcanoes in Iceland are effusive and form flow domes. 

Volcanoes producing lavas and tephra of mixed composition (central volcano 
complex) are: composite cone, composite ridge, and composite volcano 
massif. A pseudovolcanic landform (explosive pseudocraters) is also included 
in the classification. 

Volcanoes on Mars have been classified according to their morphologic 
similarity to terrestrial volcanoes [5,6,7]. However, the classification 
scheme used for Icelandic volcanoes, for the most part, cannot be applied 
directly to martian volcanoes; most of the parameters used in the Icelandic 
classification are not known or must be inferred, e.g., composition of the 
eruptive material, type of eruptive product (lava or tephra), and formational 
environment (subaerial or subglacial). The Martian classification includes 
five groups (81; shields, domes, composite cones, highland paterae, and 
volcano-tectonic depressions. The highland paterae have no known terrestrial 
counterpart. Smaller volcanic landforms such as cinder cones and phreatic 
explosion craters (pseudocraters) also have been recognized on Mars [9,10]. 
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